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Dear reader,
my name is Ryan and I am an architecture student and interior designer. I have
recently completed my Masters degree at the Liverpool School of Architecture
and am searching for career opportunities within the UK.
My experience is with both architecture and interior design and I have work on a
huge range of projects in both England and Spain from design, construction, full
renovation (domestic and commercial) all with a focus on interior finishes and
spacial qualities. I have also worked on designing and creating bespoke pieces
of furniture for these projects.
During my Part I practical experience, I decided to try and find work
in Barcelona, where I was employed for just over 12 months across three
different studios. The first two were both temporary contracts, working
on specific projects within a three-month period. My main experience
was with a fantastic studio where I was able to work very closely with the main
architect across a variety of projects and was able to grow as a
designer; allowing me to achieve the top grades in the year for my design work
upon return. I am still in contact with this firm as they asked me to
continue working with them from Liverpool.
Within this time, I have learned two languages as I am now fluent in Spanish
and have a good understanding of Catalan. A personal achievement as I
did not have any level in either languages when I accepted the three month
offer from the first architecture studio in Barcelona.
In addition to my time in Spain this summer, I was invited by the University as
one of four students selected for a fully sponsored trip to China for a
housing project in Shanghai titled ‘How Do We Live?’. This project has been
displayed at the 12th International São Paulo Architecture Biennale and will be
displayed in the upcoming Architecture Biennale in Venice.
My
dissertation
topic,
titled,
“Reimagining
England’s
Heritage
Architecture” focuses on how sustainable development of Spanish heritage
architecture can influence Part L of the approved documents
surrounding conservation in England, in an attempt to combine my
passion for historic architecture and the experience and knowledge I have
picked up during my travels I am eager to steer my future career along a path in
which I can work closely with historic architecture.
Thank you again for taking this time and I hope that you enjoy looking
through my work. Please message me for any additional information.
Yours sincerely,
Ryan Wenham

SKILLS

LANGUAGES
English Native
Spanish Fluent
Catalan Basic
ARTISTIC SKILLS
Fine Art
Graphic Design
Interior/Spacial Design
Digital Photography
Advanced ability to create digital
and physical 3D models of varying
natures, with CAD and SketchUp
or with machinery. i.e; laser cutter
SOFTWARE
Photoshop
Adobe Suite Applications
AutoCAD
Vray
SketchUp
Mac OS & Windows Systems
iWork & Microsoft Office Softwares

EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL
Architecture BA (Hons)

September 2013 - July 2016

Currently working in an Architecture studio to complete my RIBA Part 1 and
return to university to start my Part 2.
After receiving my place at the University I was awarded the Elme’s Memorial
Prize for the best portfolio in Liverpool. I have also been awarded a runner up
prize for an RIBA Metro Poster competition.
Throughout my time at the University I have had the chance to take part in a
variety of projects including individual and group designs. This type of studio
work has allowed me to progress and develop my ideas
HALEWOOD CENTRE FOR LEARNING

September 2011 - June 2013
GCE Advanced Level - Graphic Design A*, Fine Art A, Chemistry C
TOWER COLLEGE

September 1998 - June 2010
9 GCSEs – 4 A*, 4A, 1B including As in Maths and English

ACHIEVEMENTS
HOW DO WE LIVE housing workshop Shanghai - Suzhou
Invited by the Liverpool School of Architecture as one of four students
selected for a fully sponsored trip to China for a housing project titled
‘How Do We Live?’. This project is currently on display at the 12th
International São Paulo Architecture Biennale.
Elme’s Memorial Prize for best portfolio when applying to study at Liverpool
School of Architecture

RIBA runner up for poster competition; part of Architecture in Practice Modual
Full, clean diving license.
Deputy Head Boy, Senior Prefect, Travel Prefect and Senior House Captain
at Tower College
Taken part in many art exhibitions and have been hand selected to represent
my schools in various competions for GSCE and Alevel. I have also been
involved in designing and creating backdrops and scenes for plays.
Competed in various county and national competitions and won a number of
trophies, medals and certificates all over the country during my time as a
member of the Liverpool Harriers.
Top events: High Jump, 100m Sprint and relay.
Held numerous records At Tower College, which still stand. Including 5 records
in one year winning me the Victor Ludorum trophie.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
GRUPBCN
Completion of this six month experience will be the last step in the realisation of
my RIBA Part 1.
I have been involved in a variety of projects ranging from interior design and
reformation of domestic dwellings to the conversion and construction of a
disused textile factory into a luxury car showroom.
Working at GrupBCN has given me the opportunity to embrace my design
creativity through digital 3D visualisations and presentations with clients. I have
been able to work very closely with the lead architect on all of the projects,
providing me with the facilities to learn and develop as an architect and to take
my knowledge and understanding to the next level.

OBJECTIVES

Comple my RIBA Part II
Continue working towards my
qualification as a fully certified
Architect
Develop my knowledge and
experience within the design and
construction industry
Involve myself in more
conservation and restoration
projects
Improve and increase my portfolio
and knowledge arsenal

HERES ARQUITECTURA
As an architectural technician I was able to take part in various different projects
including the renovation of a dilapidated beach Hotel, dentist surgery, and
domestic dwellings. These projects included renders, technical drawings and
installations for the basic and excecution stages of the work, and tailoring the
drawings to the clients wishes and the needs of the project. I have also had the
responsibility of preparing planning documents for the council to obtain the work
license.
ERA ARCHITECTS
Three month project as finalists in an Urban Design competition for the
renovation and development of the riverside and town of Igualada, Barcelona.
vvThe idea was to tear down the barriers between people and nature, providing a
more open and inviting area of public recreational spaces and community points.
Our propsal also addressed the town’s inhabitants’ requests and improvements,
provided commercial spaces for existing companies to expland and new
opportunities for future businesses. The proposal blurred the hard edge of the
town/river relationship and created fluid spaces for the arts, theatre nature centre,
medical and rehabilitation facilities.
PHOTOGRAPHER/ARTIST/ILLUSTRATOR

Improve language skills in both
Spanish and Catalan
Continue to frame the world
through the lens of my camera
Continue to explore Catalonia and
experience its fantastic lifestyle
and culture
Work within multilingual
environments
Follow my dreams of practicing
architecture around the world

Employed as photographer for numerous events, including weddings. Producing
graphical images and hand drawings of various topics, including portraits of
people and pets. This allows me to work on small projects outside of Architecture
to stimulate and increase my creativeness and productivity, which I can then
recreate in my Architectural pieces, as hand drawings of buildings is something
that I enjoy.
FAIRHURST DESIGN GROUP LTD
Architectural Work Experience Placement

August 2011

As an insight into the career I am persuing, I completed an experience with the
Fairhurst Design Group in Manchester. During this period I spent time with an
interior designer and shadowed her during her visit to Salford University’s latest
addition to their teaching facilities. I also took part in a site visit to Liverpool
University’s new Bioscience department, to run through the snag list of the new
project, with the main architect working on the project.

OTHER EXPERIENCE
APPLE INC.
Product Specialist & Visual Merchandising Specialist

July 2015 - May 2017

Working in one of the top companies in the world implies a fast paced and high
standard environment. This allows me to keep up to date with and use new
technologies to create and develop my work and demands excellent customer
service. I have achieved 100% of my targets for Feedback, Customer Service,
Business, Product Knowledge and maintaining Visual Standards.

T H E T O W E R , Rainhill, England.
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ARCHITECTURAL
VISUALISATIONS

Interior visualisations rendered
using Google Sketchup and Vray.
These images were created to bring
our designs to life and allow clients
to gain an idea of the end goal of
their projects.

These rendered images were
completed recently, in my
current role at GRUPBCN, during
my RIBA Part I experience.
were created for projects in RIBA
Plan of Work stages 0 - 5.

Full interior and exterior revitalisation of large domestic dwelling, Barcelona.

Complete restoration of dilapidated beach hotel building, Barcelona.

OTHER
PROJECTS
In addition to the works that are
related to my Architectural Studies, I
have been involved in and am
currently working on a number of
projects that are both including and
excluding Architectural influences.
◄▼ Ryan Wenham Photography
& Design
Since finishing University I have
decided to start up a small business
of my own as a photographer and
illustraitor/artist. I have been asked
to photograph a number of
weddings and create hand drawn
pet portraits; testing my abilities
and broadening my skill sets.

▲ One of my main focuses when
dealing with my architectural
projects is the quality and utility of
the internal useable spaces. The
interior design aspect of my work is
one that I have persued outside of
my University Studies and have
taken part in numerous projects,
demonstrating my ability and sense
for spacial design.

▼ Garment photography for
university degree show - designer
Amie McCarthy.
▼
Photographer/model/makeup/
costume designer for student
magazine, ‘Dead or Alive’ during
my A levels.

◄▼ Photography is always
something that I have had a real
interest in and has always played a
huge part within my work. These
personal projects cover a vast
range
of
topics
including
architectural, landscape, & people
photography.

RYAN WENHAM
(+4 4) 7757342079
ryanwenham@gmail.com
uk.linkedin.com/in/RyanWenham
instagram.com/ryanwenham

The End.
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Thank you

